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1.  Build your own Dropshipping Business
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Dropshipping is the #1 way to profit with E-Commerce, right now.  This is

because it involves very little risk and pretty much no start-up cost. 

 

Essentially, dropshipping is done by going to places like AliExpress.com,

finding products at wholesale prices and then listing them on your Shopify

store for a 2X-3X markup for profits. 

 

You never see, touch or ship the product -- nor do you warehouse the

product or pay for it upfront.  You only pay the vendor once you profit from

an order & then your vendor on AliExpress.com will ship the item directly to

the customer that made a purchase from your Shopify store.  

 

This allows you to build a store, list products and sell them with zero inventory

... and profit!

2.  Print on Demand with Apparel

Print on Demand is a form of dropshipping that lets you customize products

to be extremely unique.  You can sell t-shirts, hoodies, dresses, even kids

clothing with funny sayings, personalized names, graphics and more.  

 

Again, you never see, touch or ship a single product personally.  

 

We recommend simple plug and play Shopify apps for print on demand such

as: Printful, Pillow Profits, and TeeLaunch.  

 

These services plug right into your store and allow you to drag and drop

custom designs on products that instantly publish to your store.  

 

You only pay for an item after a customer purchases the item and you pocket

the profits.
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3. Sell Your Art Online
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If you're an artist and want to profit from your talent ... Shopify is a great way

to do that!  It's simple to list your art for sale on a Shopify store and target

audiences on both Facebook & Instagram to come browse and purchase.  

 

If you're not an artist, you can use print on demand services such as

TeeLaunch and Pillow Profits to sell printed canvas art for a profit.  

 

Just get a graphic designer from somewhere like Fivver or Upwork to create

custom art for you with a cool quote, drag and drop it on a canvas using the

super simple Shopify apps like TeeLaunch ... and BOOM!  

 

You're now selling art!

4.  Selling Digital Products / Services

Shopify is an online store … that does not always require you to sell “physical

products”. 

 

You can actually list digital products and services for sale on a Shopify store

to profit.  

 

This gives your service a very professional website that is easy to navigate

and checkout on for customers (huge plus).  

 

One big trend right now in the market is “drop servicing” a method that allows

you to arbitrage services such as graphic design, content writing, seo,

building someone a store, doing ads, etc for a profit.  

 

Either way, if you have a great service or digital product — Shopify is a great

place to display and sell that service/product!
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5.  Shopify Store Agency
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If you’re skilled with the Shopify platform in all areas of building a store with

the right theme, doing a logo, setting up the right apps to turbo-charge a

store & even finding products … this may be the best way to profit using

Shopify for you.  

 

Not everyone wants to DO e-commerce, and that is ok.  Many companies

have made huge profits just simply be become a “store building agency” that

will setup customers stores for them, the right way, by providing them with a

logo - installing apps on their store for them and even adding products to

store for them.  

 

This is a very popular service that many Shopify beginners are interested in

and it’s a win/win way to profiting with Shopify.

We hope that you enjoyed this free PDF with the top 5 ways to profit using

Shopify.  

 

The platform is absolutely amazing and the most popular platform for e-

commerce in the world right now.

 

There are various other ways to profit using Shopify — but we believe the five

listed above are the top five right now.


